
Enjoy the ride with 
expenditure reduction:

FREE 10ZiG Manager 
centralized software 

automates and manages, 
reducing endpoint and 

overhead costs.

Take your journey with 
a trusted partner:

Market-leading 
guaranteed warranty, 
including advanced 

replacement, support, 
and upgrades.

Manage unexpected 
turns with agile response:

Best local assistance 
wherever you are with US 

and EMEA support, 
including swift updates to 

Citrix releases.

The winning combination of 10ZiG and Citrix can drive 
success for your organization.

Start out your trip right 
with increased choices:

Hassle-free, flexible, 
no-obligation, FREE Thin 
and Zero Client demos 

available.

Hit the road being 
ready for success:

Sales & Customer Service 
teams dedicated to 

making product fit into 
your environment; not 
the other way around.

Securely plan your digital 
transformation journey:

The best personal 
experience available from 

seasoned and certified 
VDI Technicians.

!

Your Road to Citrix Workspace 
Simplified with 10ZiG

Combining Power, Speed, and Performance of 10ZiG Citrix Ready Premium Endpoints 
with automated deployments and management via The 10ZiG Manager™

Your digital transformation journey starts with the complete 
hybrid solution that gets you where you want with the 

trusted partnership of 10ZiG and Citrix.

Learn more!
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KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

PRODUCT FEATURES

10ZiG Endpoints & The 10ZiG Manager pave the way for 
an incredible performance level with Citrix Workspace.

5948qc
Citrix Client

Power class

Highest 
performance

4K triple-monitor

4548c 
Citrix Client

Value class

Highly secure

4K dual-monitor

5848qc 
Citrix Client

Performance class

Power users

Dual DP or DVI

4448c
Citrix Client

Economy class

Entry level

Dual monitor

What is a Citrix Ready Premium Endpoint capable of delivering?

TOP BENEFITS

$

HD

Exclusive complete hybrid solution 
support with Azure, AWS, Oracle, and 
On-premises

Superior workspace experience for 
any virtual apps with cloud printing 
and profile manageability

Fully supported access to best-in-class 
virtualized Windows 10 and Office365 
experience over any cloud

Secured access control of SaaS apps 
and Web apps

Native-like feel to centrally delivered 
graphic-intensive 3D apps

Reduced server load cost with 
fully optimized multimedia 
experience

720p High Definition video 
conferencing peer to peer 
experience

Full stack Citrix technology 
integration accessible through 
Citrix Gateway and Citrix SD-WAN

Instant availability to all content 
collaboration files from anywhere

Government grade security 
compliant enabling smart access

2D

https://citrixready.citrix.com/10zig-technology.html



